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Abstract

When teaching a computer science course to non computer
science students, it is often difficult to motivate these stu-
dents. Intriguing examples and tasks may help in doing so.

We often use games as the topic of our tasks, because the
fun part increases the students’ enthusiasm. In the talk we
present two particularly successful mind games. In Apollo
13 the player tries to make a safe landing on the moon, in
Overlapping Rectangles he and his computer opponent pick
rectangles, each trying to achieve the greatest area.

They have proven so successful because their mathemat-
ics are easy to understand but nevertheless non-trivial. The
implementation also gains a lot from the use of abstract data
types, which is a key feature in our introductory program-
ming course using Scheme.

After the basic game we increase the complexity by either
adding new Abstract Data Types or by tuning the current al-
gorithms.

A final and very interesting aspect is the use of functions
to parametrise the behaviour of the computer, either as con-
troller of the moon lander or as opponent in the game of
Overlapping Rectangles. These functions can range largely both
in complexity and originality. Keen students have been ex-
tensively experimenting with them.

This way the assignments can be tuned to any level and
may comprise many different interesting programming tech-
niques, providing fun-ctional programming tasks for every-
one.

1 Introduction

Teaching a computer science course is not difficult. The real
challenge is getting the students to program. This fact is of-
ten difficult to grasp for senior lecturers who [– over-acting
mode on– ]were a student when animals still could speak and
computers were rare species. In those days any self writ-
ten application was almost as good as a miracle. [– over-
acting mode off– ] Nowadays students are no longer satisfied
with programs that calculate the faculty function or Fibon-
acci numbers. They are used to high tech programs with

all kinds of whistles and bells and find any lesser program
extremely tedious, especially if they have to write it them-
selves.

Although (slightly) exaggerated, most lecturers tend to
be confronted with this situation. Excellent courses exist but
when students only read their books to pass the exam and
rarely program, no real progress is made.

2 Motivation

At the university of Leuven we teach the course ’Method-
ologies for computer science’ to first year students in civil
engineering (faculty of applied sciences). In the third year
they have to choose their final option, ranging from mining,
throughmechanics and electronics to computer science. Typ-
ically only 10% chooses computer science.

Our focus in the course is not on a programming lan-
guage, but on concepts. We stress that good design is vi-
tal. Abstract Data Types (ADT’s) play an essential role in
the course. We show the students that they greatly enhance
readability and maintainability. Specification as well as im-
plementation must be concise and need equal attention.

As in the book Structure and Interpretation of Computer Pro-
grams [2] we start with simple ADT’s such as vector and time.
Algebraic expressions and sets are larger examples. We also
introduce object oriented programming and updateable ob-
jects using the message passing style from the same book.

Algorithms receive another good deal of attention, such
as in the typical sort procedures.

Besides the traditional ex cathedra colleges we schedule a
set of exercises and two larger programming tasks. In these
tasks students have to experience the benefits of good pro-
gram design and see how the Abstract Data Types really en-
hance readability. To prove that ADT’s allow for easy exten-
sions, we ask them to adapt the program in different ways.

An important criterion for the task is that all students
must be able to participate. That is the reason why we give
them a working solution and do not ask them to write a pro-
gram from scratch. Experience has shown that in that case
up to 50% of the students drop out early.

We also deliberately put small programming mistakes in
the original program to force the students to really under-
stand the program. They should not only be able to write
programs, but also to read other person’s programs.

Because the students already have a busy curriculum and
we want them to spend as much time as possible at our pro-
jects, we have to make the subject of the task as attractive
as possible. Therefore we have chosen games, not only be-



cause they are amusing, but also because they rarely follow
strictly predefined lines. Students can have their bit of con-
trol and often turn out to be really inventive when extending
the game.

In the same way we not only try to prove that the three
first characters of functional fun denote something, but also
hope that students get attracted by the subject and no longer
consider it a task, but a hobby. After all, only few of our
students will finally choose computer science, so they’re not
automatically enthusiast.

Two of our games have been particularly successful: the
Apollo 13-game and Overlapping Rectangles. We will discuss
their highlights in the following sections, but refer to the web
at http://www.kc.kuleuven.ac.be/�kris/FDPE/ for the full code
and more pictures. At many steps there are possibilities for
tuning the problem to your students’ capabilities by adding
or leaving some options out.

3 Overview

Both sections follow the same sequence. We first describe
the game play in its simpliest setting. In our situation where
we teach the course to non-computer science students, we
give them a working solution to start the task with. More ad-
vanced students may be able to do this on their own. Any-
how, we don’t give them a perfect solution. The proposed
solution doesn’t use Abstract Data Types (ADT’s), so we ask
them to rewrite the program such that it does use ADT’s.
This way they can see the difference between two such pro-
grams and experience that ADT’s really enhance readability.
We also tell them that a small glitch slipped into the program
and ask them to correct it.

After some tuning or extending of the program, we intro-
duce higher order. The game will take an extra argument: a
control function for the computer’s behaviour. In our con-
text this is not a part of the actual task, but the subject of a
follow-up guided exercise. We do this because we’re not al-
lowed to give the students tasks too big. We also want to ease
guidance by ensuring that all students can start this second
part with the same program. This exercise mostly serves as
an example of intelligent and natural use of higher order.

The original programs are coded in Scheme, but they can
be easily rewritten – except for the graphical extra’s – to any
(functional) language.

4 Apollo 13

4.1 Game Play

We start with the most successful of both. This task has been
used several times now and grown mature, going through
many refinements. With the renewed interest in the moon,
the task suddenly finds itself in a highly actual situation.

The idea is rather simple: set safely foot on the moon!. Alas,
despite the faint gravity of the moon, simply jumping out of
a space ship at high altitude will not do the job. The ever
increasing speed would cause a hard and fatal crash onto the
moon’s surface.

So a clever astronaut uses a moon lander and its engines
to lower the ship’s speed to an acceptable level allowing a
smooth and safe landing on the moon, which is then finally
conquered again.

In the actual game the moon capsule is represented by its
height above the moon surface, its current speed (negative to
the moon, positive away from the moon) and the amount of

fuel left. The moon’s gravitation is considered constant (0.5
m/s2).

Every second the user enters a gas ratio indicating the ra-
tio of motor power used. The maximum power is considered
1 m/s. Once the supply of fuel gets empty, the engines can
be no longer used.

A transcript of a game, in which the user enters 0, 1, 1,
0.5, shows the influence on the state of the moon capsule.

=> (play-game)
(”Moon capsule data:” height 50 speed 0 fuel 20)
”enter a gas ratio (between 0 and 1) : ” 0

(”Moon capsule data:” height 50 speed -0.5 fuel 20)
”enter a gas ratio (between 0 and 1) : ” 1

(”Moon capsule data:” height 49.5 speed 0.0 fuel 19)
”enter a gas ratio (between 0 and 1) : ” 1

(”Moon capsule data:” height 49.5 speed 0.5 fuel 18)
”enter a gas ratio (between 0 and 1) : ” 0.5

(”Moon capsule data:” height 50.0 speed 0.5 fuel 17.5)
”enter a gas ratio (between 0 and 1)”

The goal is to reach the moon with a speed of less than
2 m/s, which is the maximum the moon lander capsule can
tolerate on landing.

4.2 The Program

We give the students a working program to start with. We do
this because we know that many students have the greatest
difficulties with the start of the program. They may have
some faint idea of how to do something, but cannot express
it in a programming language. We want everyone to experi-
ence the thrill of fiddling with a working program, something
most students cannot achieve on their own when this task is
handed out. This program can then both serve as a program-
ming example and an equal base for all students which eases
guidance.

The programbasically consists of a simple read-eval-print
loop and a function update that calculates the new lander’s
state containing the physics for calculating the lander’s new
state. So although we give our engineering students the ac-
tual formulas as well, which they should perfectly stand, we
want them primarily to consider the design and not the phys-
ics. This also allows non-science students to use the task
without worrying too much about the physics and mathem-
atics.

4.3 Correcting a Mistake

We are not as kind as we may seem. Although we give the
students a working program, it is no perfect program. The
moon lander has a limited fuel supply, but the programdoesn’t
take this into account. The procedure update as described
above always uses the exact gas ratio entered, instead of check-
ing it against the remaining supply.

Although fixing that bug seems quite trivial, many stu-
dents only check whether the supply is equal (or less than) 0,
which still allows the program to use more fuel than present
by e.g. using 0.5 l when only 0.3 l is left.

This teaches them that a programmer has to think ahead,
a fact that many beginning programmers fail to remember.



4.4 Extending the program

Generalising a program is always a good strategy. The ori-
ginal program used some apparent constants, such as the g
force of the moon. This may be good if we only want to con-
quer the moon, but men’s hunger has always been greater
and so is our Apollo 13 game.

A next step is adding a general planet ADT which should
also be slightly more realistic: the moon lander will start ex-
periencing friction. We let the amount of friction not only
depend on (the square of) the space ship’s speed, but also
on the target planet, because the thickness of the atmosphere
varies. In our exercise we take fixed bounds for atmospheric
layers.

friction 0.3 kg/m
first layer (0-30m)

friction 0.1 kg/m
third layer (50-100m)

second  layer (30-50m)
friction 0.2 kg/m
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Figure 1: The planet imaginariuswith three layers.

We have found this exercise very useful, because it allows
students to demonstrate their generalising abilities. Many
did not succeed inwriting a proper and general ADT-structured
program, but instead wrote a specific program for the ex-
ample planet we provided.

Others tried, but could not solve the problem of making
the friction dependent on the height of the moon lander.

In our model solution we supplied two alternatives:

� (planet$friction 1 planet height) :: Planet * Num!Num

� (planet$frictionFunctionplanet):: Planet! (Num!Num)
;returns a function from height to friction

The first solution simply holds a data structure with the
data for the different friction layers, the second solution uses
an higher order function. Although less obvious for the be-
ginner programmer, some students spontaneously came up
with it.

4.5 Adding Higher Order Strategies

Introducing more spontaneous higher order is the objective
of this part. It has proven to be really successful with stu-
dents experimenting with many different strategies.

The idea is that in real life it’s not the astronaut controlling
his space ship, but a computer. Thereforewe ask the students
to modify the program such that it takes an extra argument
for the control function, which calculates the desired gas ra-
tio. The control function has type Planet � Lander ! Num .
So instead of starting the programwith (moonlanding apollo13),
the user now types for example

1Notice that we demand students to name procedures of an Abstract Data
Type as ADT-Name$procedure to see in an easier way which ADT a procedure
deals with. Throughout the paper we will use this style.

(landing apollo13 imaginarius
(lambda (planet lander) askAmountOfGas) )

with the target planet and the control function as second
and third argument (here imaginarius is the planet with the
three layers from the previous section and as control function
one that simply asks the user for a gas ratio). To be able to
land on the target planet, the player has to try many different
strategies to finally find the ultimately safe control function.

Figure 2: Crashing graphically

We have developed a graphical version of the game for
use in the guided exercise. It looks nicer but gives less precise
information, which is not really needed because the player
no longer has to type in gas ratios, but instead lets the control
function calculate exact values depending on state of planet
and space craft.

In figure 2 we have used the control function (lambda (p
l) 0.1) that emits a gas ratio of 0.1 irrelevant of the state of
planet and lander. In the top region under Power Ratio we
notice a straight line indicating a gas ratio (and equal power
ratio) of 10%. The power supply continuously decreases and
the speed varies, especially when a new layer is entered. The
speed is drawn in green as long it’s safe and red when not.

In the lower part the different layers are shown in differ-
ent shades of blue, with a line indicating the height of the
space ship.

The exercise starts with students implementing some simple
strategies, such as always giving a gas ratio of 0.1 (as shown
in figure 2) or no breaking until a height of 30 m has been
reached and then a full stop.

These few functions are just warming ups for the real
work. We first ask the students to also define a control func-
tion that starts breaking at 50 m instead of 30 m. We then
show them the similarity between these two functions and
let them write a function that takes a height from which to
start breaking, which then turns out to be a straightforward
higher order function.

The real higher order functions come into playwhenwrit-
ing the following strategies:

� The program returns the amount of fuel left when land-
ing smoothly and -1 when crashing. Write a strategy



that takes two other strategies and uses the one that
uses the least fuel.

� A conservative approach: giving two strategies, take
the onewhose resulting speed is closest to the safe speed.

� Write a strategy that takes two strategies and uses the
first one when above a certain height (for rough navig-
ation) and the other below it (for precise landing).

� Now show off your scientific skills by experimenting
with these concepts . . .

The number of strategies is only limited by the size of the
human brain. Although this greatly varies for our students,
all of them were trying many different strategies, ranging
from very simple and first order to very intricate first order
or nice higher order applications. The amount of crashes was
at the high side, but rather irrelevant.

4.6 Conclusion

Apollo 13 is a very nice game that students enjoy playing. Al-
though the difficulty level is not too high, the extra features
offered by the ADT planet and its friction clearly point out
the students’ knowledge. The addition of strategies turned
out to be the most attracting point for the students. They
can be used on its own or serve as a very nice and natural
example of higher order.

The anecdotical success of the Apollo 13 game was seen
in the advent of a ’Moon lander party’, organised by a group
of our students.

5 Overlapping Rectangles

5.1 Game Play

Overlapping Rectangles is a somewhatmore intelligent game.
Player and computer opponent choose turn by turn rectangles
and paint them in their color. The player with the largest
area wins. To complicate the situation a bit, overlapping rect-
angles of the same color are expanded to the smallest enclos-
ing rectangle. So choosing the rectangles in a strategic way
becomes of vital importance. The largest rectangle may not
be the best rectangle.

Figure 3: Six rectangles remaining to be picked.

After the position of figure 3 the light player (green in
color) chooses rectangle 2 and the dark player (red in color)

number 3. We then find ourselves in the situation of figure 4
(rectangles are renumbered after each turn).

Figure 4: Both the upper dark and the light rectangle have
been enlarged.

5.2 The Program

Just as in the Apollo 13 game, we give the students a work-
ing solution. The main part is a simple read-eval-print loop,
which they can easily understand, but the program also con-
tains some interesting procedures such as testing whether
two rectangles overlap. This procedure is straightforward to
read and simple to understand, but once we asked them to
define that procedure on their own.

Although all our students perfectly understand the no-
tion of a rectangle overlapping another, it was shocking to
see how few really could implement this flawlessly. So espe-
cially for students with a mathematical interest or for courses
in which precise implementation skills are desired, this may
be a very good programming exercise.

The first real exercise in this task is defining an Abstract
Data Type for a colored rectangle. This is slightly more dif-
ficult than for the moon lander ADT, but is certainly more
interesting because some of the procedures really calculate
something and do more than just selecting data.

5.3 Correcting a Mistake

The mistake that slipped into our working program this time
is a bit more difficult than in the Apollo 13 game.

Whenwe check whether a selected rectangle overlapswith
another, we just check every rectangle once. This is a good
approximation, but we actually want the transitive closure
of this operation. When two rectangles overlap, the enclos-
ing one is constructed. This rectangle can now overlap with
some other rectangles with which it didn’t overlap before.
Such a situation can be seen in figure 5, where the light player
can pick rectangle 2, causing an overlap with the lower light
rectangle, resulting in a really big light rectangle. We have to
restart the process each time until no more overlaps can be
found.

We hoped the students to come upwith at least two kinds
of solutions. We would then point them out that most of the
time different and equally suited alternatives for the same
problem exist. The first kind of solution restarts the recur-
sion every time an overlap is found, as in the following code
sketch:



Figure 5: The dotted enclosure of the light rectangle on the
left and rectangle 2 overlaps with the lower light one.

(define (search-overlap rect toCheck checked)
(cond ((null? toCheck) (cons rect checked))

((rectangle$overlap rect (car toCheck))
(search-overlap (rectangle$enclose rect (car toCheck))

(cdr toCheck) ’())
(else (search-overlap rect (cdr toCheck)

(cons (car toCheck) checked)))))

The second variant is a nice example of a fixed point iter-
ation in which the original procedure can be used.

(define (search-overlap rect toCheck)
(let ((afterCheck (original-test rect toCheck)))

(if (equal? toCheck afterCheck) (cons rect toCheck)
(search-overlap rect afterCheck))))

Much to our surprise students managed to come up with
up to five different solutions, among which the fixed point
iteration, providing an excellent opportunity to look more
deeply into fixed point algorithms

5.4 Tuning the program

After playing a bit, some of the rectangles will start falling
completely within light and dark rectangles. Human and
computer playerwould both be extremely dumb if they picked
such a rectangle. A nice tuning exercise, certainly not too dif-
ficult, is having the program remove those rectangles.

Although we didn’t do this ourselves in this first version,
we will certainly do so the next time. As already indicated
above, the task up to now turned out to be easier than expec-
ted and can be a bit more difficult.

5.5 Adding Higher Order Strategies

The program such as it is now is very easy to win. The com-
puter simply picks the largest rectangle and doesn’t take into
account the fact that picking smaller rectangles can result in
larger enclosed rectangles. This may be good to start with,
but certainly is not appropriate for an eventual commercial
release.

This exercise will add an argument to the program that
defines the way in which the computer chooses its rectangle.
Through a gradual increase in intelligence (and thus increas-
ing complexity) we will get the students close to realistic
gaming strategies.

By choosing and defining different strategies one can then
create difficulty levels for the game. A generic commercial

release could provide some predefined strategies and allow
the user to enter new self defined strategies.

Such strategies have type [Rectangle] ! Rectangle. We
start with the most simple strategy: choosing the first rect-
angle of the right color. Next we define the following ones:

� Select the rectangle with the largest surface.

� Select the rectangle with causes the largest enclosing
rectangle.

� The rectangle with the largest increase in surface.

These strategies only take the computer’s rectangles into
account. A more clever approach also considers the oppon-
ent’s rectangles. Some strategies that do that:

� Take the rectangle the opponent would pick (the an-
noying strategy), i.e. the one that would give him the
largest increase.

� Take the one with the largest net increase, thus such
that the difference between the computer’s total area
and the human player’s area advances the most in the
computer’s advantage.
This strategy involves trying every possible rectangle
for the computer and each time taking the best choice
for the human player. These tries are all compared and
the best one is chosen.

Clever students may already see that a next step is re-
peating this process for any number of steps. Obviously this
will quickly lead to a very inefficient process. For a begin-
ner course it can suffice to point this out and mention that
advanced algorithms exist to solve that problem, or the real
solution of �-� pruning can be presented and implemented.

A disadvantage of these strategies is that they are clearly
defined and that a clever opponentmay guesswhich strategy
is being used, enabling him to predict precisely which rect-
angle the computer will take. To avoid this, higher order
strategies can be used.

� Write a strategy that takes two other strategies and at
each phase randomly picks one of both.

� Or consider the fact that a strategy may be suitable in
one case and not another. We can then rewrite the pro-
gram to let two strategies play against each other and
choose the strategy that one wins from the other. This
choice can be calculated once at the start of the pro-
gram, or any time a rectangle has to be calculated.

� Self-learning programs are another possibility. By keep-
ing track of all those tests, we build a database, leading
to a super-strategy or a program that tries to identify
the opponent’s strategy and uses the strategy from its
database that is best suited to beat the opponent. That
this is far beyond the scope of our course may be obvi-
ous, but both we and our students liked the idea.

5.6 Conclusion

Where the interest in the strategies for Apollo 13 was shared
equally between teachers and students, we noticed that the
strategies for overlapping rectangles were especially enticing
for the teachers and distinctly less for our students. We be-
lieve that this is due to the fact that it is easier to find Apollo
13 strategies – often only varying by small details – than it is



to find new and interesting strategies to win the overlapping
rectangles game.

This proves that despite the higher educational value of
the overlapping rectangles strategies, the game play remains
an important aspect.

Nevertheless, the game itself – without the strategies –
proved to be at least as interesting as Apollo 13. Although no
extension in the sense of extra data types was provided, the
Abstract Data Type for a rectangle is more educational than
the moon lander ADT, offering more interesting procedures
and less container behaviour.

This game has a particular interest in algorithms, such as
the fixed point algorithm for overlapping the rectangles and
the different game procedures. It is therefore slightly more
difficult than Apollo 13.

6 Overall Conclusion

We have experienced that both games attract the students’
intellect. Giving them aworking solution prevents many stu-
dents from dropping out in an early phase. They can all ex-
perience the advantages of using Abstract Data Types in a
program.

Although the tasks are primarily aimed at beginning stu-
dents, they contain interesting elements for themore advanced,
especially in the part where the strategies come into play.
Higher order can be usefully used, but can as well be safely
left out. We noticed however that students have few prob-
lems, if any, with the use of higher order procedures in this
context.

We believe that many tutors can use this as a basis for
tasks in their courses and are willingly to offer all support.
The source code of these programs is available through the
web page and can be freely used as long as credit is given.
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